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} Big data workflow management systems [2] 
(BDWFMSs) have recently emerged as popular data 
analytics platforms to perform large-scale data 
analytics in the cloud.

} The protection of data confidentiality and secure 
execution of workflow applications remains an 
important and challenging problem. 

} Monetary cost optimization of executing workflows 
in the cloud while  satisfying a user-defined  
deadline is also challenging.
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} The Protection of the privacy of the  
confidential workflow’s tasks in the cloud, 
whose proprietary algorithm implementations 
are intellectual properties of the respective  
stakeholders.

} The monetary cost optimization of executing 
workflows in the cloud while satisfying a 
user-defined deadline.
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} Require many VM instances.
} Operational cost is expensive.
} Scheduling algorithm that can handle 

confidential tasks is scarce. 
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What if I need low operational cost with confidentiality and 
integrity environment?



} Deadline-centric: When the deadline is fixed, how 
we schedule a workflow with minimal cost?

} Budget-centric: When the budget is fixed how we 
schedule a workflow with minimal makespan?
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} We propose a novel deadline-constrained and SGX-aware big data 
workflow scheduling algorithm, SEED (SGX, Efficient, Effective,  
Deadline Constrained) that leverage hardware-based security 
features such as Intel Software Guard eXtensions (SGX) [1] in the 
cloud hardware to protect the execution of security-sensitive 
workflow’s tasks in the cloud environments.

} SEED features several heuristics, including exploiting the longest 
critical paths and reuse of extra times in existing VMs.

} The proposed SEED, as well as IC-PCP, have been tested in a 
modified version of DATAVIEW [2], which is one of the most usable 
big data workflow management systems in the community, to 
support confidential tasks in a workflow DAG with Intel SGX.
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Ø SGX overhead 
reported a range of 
1.24x to 1.31x 
overhead compared 
with the base line 
with 96k-150k 
labeled and 24k-
37.5k unlabeled 
instances, respectively
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Ø The average 
performance 
overheads for the LIGO 
workflow shows a 
range between 1.81x 
in 10% and increases 
to 2.50x in 50% 
confidential task 
assignments. 
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Ø The average performance 
overheads for the 
Montage workflow shows 
a range between 1.34x in 
10% and increases to 
2.50x in 50% confidential 
task assignments. 



} This paper presents an efficient, cost-effective deadline 
constrained algorithm SEED for scientific workflows in IaaS 
clouds. 

} To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first 
scheduling algorithms that can handle confidential workflow 
tasks. 

} The primary intention is to schedule confidential tasks and 
achieve a low-cost scheduling algorithm within the given 
deadline while the complexity remains feasible for running 
large-scale workflows. 

} For future works, we intend to protect the security of big data 
workflows in the heterogeneous cloud environments, 
including Intel SGX, AMD SEV [5], and GPU accelerators. 
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} SecDATAVIEW [4] system is our advance design of DATAVIEW 
that protects the confidentiality and privacy of big data 
workflows in the heterogeneous cloud environments.

} SecDATAVIEW can leverage hardware-based security features 
such as Intel SGX [2] and AMD SEV [5] and guarantee the 
secure execution of confidential workflow in the untrusted 
cloud environments.

} Access DATAVIEW and SecDATAVIEW:  
o https://github.com/shiyonglu/DATAVIEW
o https://github.com/shiyonglu/SecDATAVIEW
o DATAVIEW YouTube Channel:
o https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrIEBUmju-

NMKFMlFbsKBYw
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